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Purpose
We present a generalized, modular toolkit that 
implements often overlooked models of 
semantic memory. The toolkit fosters an 
exploration of the continuous  parameter space 
between existing models  of semantic memory

- System implements:
 - LSA¹, HAL², GLoVe³, COALS⁴, & BEAGLE⁵

Motivation
Many streamlined software packages exist
- GenSim⁶ Implements CBOW, skip-gram, LSA, 
LDA, and td-idf transformations
- TensorFlow⁷: Implements CBOW, skip-gram 

They are well equiped to execute a specific set 
of non-generalized models of semantic memory

To compare model predictions, must use 
numerous software suites

There is continuity 
between many models 
of semantic memory 

that is underexplored.

For Instance:
HAL vs LSA

If we change the matrix structure of LSA to WxW, 
we have HAL with a window=length of document

HAL vs GLoVe
GLoVe is HAL plus gradient descent

LSA vs Random Vector Accumulation
RVA is the dot product of WxW matrix and set of 

random vectors

* The software includes simple NLP 
pre-processing; more specialized text processing 
can be accomplished with other packages

Manifold Discovery (tbi)
- k Nearest Neighbors
- ISOMAP⁹

Graphical Evaluation
- MDS Projection (2D)
- Bar Plot Comparison

Comparison Tools
(Treating words as locations in space⁸)
- Unit Vector Projection (Cosine Similarity)
- Pointwise Distance (Euclidean Distance)
- Set Disjunction (Radivojac Metric⁹, tbi)

Latent Association Functions
- SVD
- tf-idf
- Gradient Descent

Learning Model
- Co-occurance Count
- Random Vector Accumulation
- holography/convolution

Initialize Learner
- WxW
- WxD
- RV

Corpus*
- TASA
- Project Gutenburg
- Presidential Tweets 
 from the past 30 days

Software Flow Diagram

Expectations:
a & b are similar

f is similar to c, d, & e
c, d, & e are not very similar

etc.

Implementation 
Demonstration

(1) LSA 
(2) GLoVE 

(3) Random New Model 
(RNM, RVA->SVD)

Corpus
- All possible statements 
 from artificial grammar

Initialize Learners:
- (1) WxD
- (2) WxW
- (3) RV 

Learning Model
- (1, 2) Co-occurance Count
- (3) RVA

LAFs
- (1, 3) SVD
- (2) Gradient Descent

Comparison Tools
- Cosine Similarity

MDS Projection (2D)
Graphical Evaluation

LSA GLoVe RNM

Yields possible 
statements 
such as:
a d i, 
a f k,
b d j,
etc.

Artificial Grammar¹⁰:

a

b

c

l
k
j
i
h
g

f

e

d
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